Birthing Your Baby FAQs

What is the entrance that I go to when I think/know I am in labor?
Enter through the MAIN/Front entrance, not the emergency room.

If driving my vehicle, where can I park?
VALET is available at the MAIN entrance for $8
6AM – 8PM Monday through Friday
8AM – 8 PM Saturday/Sundays
SELF park in the VISITOR LOT near the FRONT ENTRANCE 24/7

Do I go to the labor floor, even in an emergency?
Yes, go to MAIN ENTRANCE then LABOR & DELIVERY on 3rd FLOOR
What happens when I walk through the hospital doors “in labor?” Who greets us?
A SECURITY GUARD is there to GREET YOU 24/7. If you need a wheelchair, one will be provided for you.

How many people can be with me when I am being evaluated for ADMISSION (triage) and during LABOR & DELIVERY?
Up to TWO SUPPORT PERSONS are ALLOWED. Your SUPPORT PERSON[S] MUST always wear a MASK and MUST stay in the room with you.
BIRTHING PARTNERS with COVID-19 WILL NOT be allowed in LABOR & DELIVERY. They will be able to EXPERIENCE your baby's birth VIRTUALLY in real-time via an iPad supplied by the hospital or your personal phone. Another SUPPORT PERSON WITHOUT COVID-19 can be at your side.

Should we pre-register before the “big day?” Where do we go to do this?
Yes, please REGISTER PRIOR to your arrival at the hospital by visiting the HOSPITAL WEBSITE.
Upon ARRIVAL to LABOR & DELIVERY You will be asked to fill out additional admission paperwork.

BRING:
IDENTIFICATION (driver's license or passport)
INSURANCE CARD

Your OB/CNM's office will give you an ADMISSION PACKAGE with other very important information including Birth Certificate Workbook and Pediatrician Selection Form.